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Designing noisy-resilience quantum algorithms is indispensable for practical applications on Noisy
Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices. Here we propose a quantum approximate optimization
algorithm (QAOA) with a very shallow circuit, called loop-QAOA, to avoid issues of noises at
intermediate depths, while still can be able to exploit the power of quantum computing. The key
point is to use outputs of shallow-circuit QAOA as a bias to update the problem Hamiltonian
that encodes the solution as the ground state. By iterating a loop between updating the problem
Hamiltonian and optimizing the parameterized quantum circuit, the loop-QAOA can gradually
transform the problem Hamiltonian to one easy for solving. We demonstrate the loop-QAOA on
Max-Cut problems both with and without noises. Compared with the conventional QAOA whose
performance will decrease due to noises, the performance of the loop-QAOA can still get better with
an increase in the number of loops. The insight of exploiting outputs from shallow circuits as bias
may be applied for other quantum algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances on quantum computing technology
advocate a growing interest in finding quantum algo-
rithms that can be implemented effectively on NISQ
devices [1]. One such strong candidate is variational
quantum algorithm (VQA) [2–6], which leverages up
the expressive power of parameterized quantum circuits
and a hybrid quantum-classical optimization procedure
for finding solutions. Variational quantum algorithms
have wide applications for solving quantum many-body
systems [7, 8], quantum chemistry [9–13], optimization
problems [14–17], and so on. Among them, the quantum
approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) stands out
as a VQA for tackling hard combinatorial optimization
problems [18–26].

The QAOA applies an alternating evolution of mixer
and problem Hamiltonians with optimized evolution pe-
riods that its outputs contain the target solution with
a large weighting. By exploiting quantum effects such
as interference, QAOA is believed to show quantum ad-
vantages on combinatorial optimization problems at in-
termediate depths [15, 27]. One center challenge for im-
plementing QAOA, however, is that noises on near-term
quantum processors will be detrimental to the perfor-
mance. For instance, the recent research of the Google
team shows that QAOA performs worse at depths larger
than p = 3 [16]. Moreover, the non-convex and high-
dimensional parameter landscape caused by large p may
bring huge difficulty for optimizing [28, 29]. Without effi-
cient approaches for optimization, the hybrid algorithms
will lose it’s potential advatages [30].
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Those challenges addressed at intermediate depths of
QAOA have being tackled recently, e.g., the issue of noise
can be reduced by error mitigation techniques [31, 32],
and some constructive optimization procedures have
been proposed [15, 33]. An alternative approach, how-
ever, is to ask whether we can exploit very shallow QAOA
to achieve good performance under noise. As the circuit
depth is very shallow, there is no difficulty of variational
parameter optimization, and effects of noises can also be
small. Remarkably, even the lowest depth (p = 1) of
QAOA has been proved that classical computers can’t
simulate efficiently [27]. This suggests a direction for
designing noise-resilience QAOA using shallow circuits
while the quantum computing power may still be ex-
ploited.

Our approach is to explore both the parameterized
quantum circuit and the problem Hamiltonian in QAOA
for finding the target solution. In the conventional
QAOA, the Hamiltonian which encodes the problem is
usually fixed. However, it is possible that many different
Hamiltonians can have the same solutions or approxi-
mated solutions but may be solved with QAOA at differ-
ent degrees of difficulty. Motivated by this, we may first
use a shallow QAOA to get some rough estimations of the
solution, and then update the problem Hamiltonian with
biased terms. By iterating the procedure of updating
the problem Hamiltonian and finding the optimized pa-
rameters of the quantum circuit, there is a feedback loop
between those two subroutines and the solution may get
better with an increase of loops. In this regard, we may
call it as loop-QAOA.

In this work, we propose a kind of noise-resilience
quantum approximate optimization algorithm, the loop-
QAOA, for solving combinatorial optimization problems
with very shallow circuits, with a feedback loop between
Hamiltonian updating and parameter optimization. Dif-
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ferent strategies for constructing bias field terms are uti-
lized in the Hamiltonian updating. We test the loop-
QAOA and compare it to conventional QAOA on typical
Max-Cut graph instances up to 12-vertex instances, sim-
ulated both with and without noise. The results suggest
that loop-QAOA can be a practical quantum algorithm
on noisy quantum devices, where the conventional QAOA
may fail to improve its performance by increasing the
circuit depth. Our work gives a new sight for designing
hybrid quantum-classical algorithms using feedback from
shallow quantum circuits.

The paper is organized as follows: we firstly review
QAOA and the Max-Cut problem in Sec. II. Then we will
propose loop-QAOA and some strategies for construct-
ing bias field terms in Sec. III. The simulated results are
shown in Sec. IV. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. QUANTUM APPROXIMATE
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM REVISITED

The Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm
(QAOA) by Farhi et al. is a hybrid quantum-classical al-
gorithm, designed to produce approximated solutions for
combinatorial optimization problems. The solutions are
encoded as the ground state of HP , the problem Hamil-
tonian or the phase Hamiltonian. The HP is diagonal in
the computational basis. As various hard combinatorial
optimization problems can be encoded in such diagonal
Hamiltonians [34], the QAOA is often considered as a
potential method of solving combinatorial optimization
problems on quantum computers. These problems are
usually defined on N -bit binary strings z = z1z2 · · · zN .
The goal is to find a string which maximizes the classical
objective functions C(z) : {+1,−1}⊗N 7→ R.

As the first step of the QAOA, the classical objective
function is encoded in a quantum Hamiltonian HP de-
fined on N -qubits by replacing each variable zi with a
single-qubit σzi . The ground state of HP is parametrized
with a quantum circuit which is constructed as fol-
lows. For a p-layer QAOA, the state is initialized as
|+〉⊗N , where |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/

√
2. Let (~β, ~γ) =

(β1, · · ·βp, γ1 · · · , γp) be real postive numbers for the
layer p. The phase Hamiltonian HP and a mixer Hamil-
tonian, often chosen as HM =

∑
i σ

x
i , are then applied

alternately to generate a variational wavefunction

|Ψp(~β, ~γ)〉 =

p∏
j=1

e−iβjHM e−iγjHP |+〉⊗N . (1)

The expectation value HP with regard to the variational
state is

Fp(~γ, ~β) = 〈Ψp(~β, ~γ)|HP |Ψp(~β, ~γ)〉, (2)

which can be obtained by measurements in the compu-
tational basis. The goal is to make Fp(~γ, ~β) minimal.
The parameters β1, · · ·βp, γ1 · · · , γp are adjusted in re-

peated learning loops in a classical computer to minimize
the objective function Eq. (2) evaluated with a quantum
computer.

We use the Max-Cut to illustrate the QAOA more con-
cisely. Consider a graph G with N vertices over a vertex
set V and edge set E. The Max-Cut problem is to divide
the vertexes V into two disjoint subsets such that the
number of cuts (edges connecting two disjoint subsets) is
maximized. Let ωij be the weight of the associated edge
〈i, j〉 ∈ E. The objective function can be defined as a
sum of edge terms in the graph as

C(z) =
∑
〈i,j〉∈E

Cij =
1

2

∑
〈i,j〉∈E

ωij(1− zizj) (3)

where zi = ±1. By maximizing C(z, the cut set S(z) ∈ E
can be obtained for the Max-Cut problem.

The Max-Cut Problem is in the APX-complete com-
plexity class, meaning that there is no polynomial-time
approximation scheme to find the optimal solution, un-
less P = NP [35–37]. But we may find a polynomial-time
approximation algorithm with a solution of a string z′
that achieves a desired approximation ratio

C(z′)

max{C(z)}
≥ r∗. (4)

The objective function of the Max-Cut problem can be
encoded as a problem Hamiltonian,

HP = −1

2

∑
〈i,j〉∈E

ωij(1− σzi σzj ). (5)

Note an addition minus sign in HP turns the task of
maximizing the objective function C(z) to finding the
lowest energy of HP . If spins σzi and σzj are anti-aligned,
an edge 〈i, j〉 contributes with an energy −ωij ; otherwise,
the energy contribution is zero.

It has been proven NP-hard to design an algorithm
that guarantees an approximation ratio of r∗ ≥ 16/17 ≈
0.941 for Max-Cut on all graphs [35]. The best-
known classical approximation algorithm, of Goemans
and Williamson (GW) [38], guarantees an approximation
ratio of r∗ ≈ 0.878 using semidefinite programming and
randomized rounding. For more special graphs the GW
can do better, r∗ can reach 0.932 for u3R graphs [39].
Farhi et al. [14] showed that QAOA at level p = 1 the
worst-case approximation ratio is 0.6924 for u3R graphs.
It is known the performance of QAOA gets better with
an increase of the depth p [14]. The goal of quantum ap-
proximate optimization is to raise r∗ that is beyond the
capacity of classical algorithms.

The QAOA often requires quantum circuits of inter-
mediate depths to achieve the desired accuracy for com-
binatorial optimization problems. However, the benefit
of increasing p in QAOA will be hampered due to noises
in quantum processors. The performance in the presence
of noises may get worse for p larger than a certain small
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value [16]. Even without noise, optimization of varia-
tional parameters for large p can be a great challenge.
The two issues can be avoided if a shallow circuit is used
in QAOA, which would be explored in the next section.

III. LOOP-QAOA WITH PROBLEM
HAMILTONIAN UPDATING

In QAOA, it is both the problem Hamiltonian and the
parameterized quantum circuit to determine the solution,
as seen in Eq. (2). Usually, the problem Hamiltonian is
given beforehand, and what is left is to increase the depth
p or design novel variational ansatz. Nevertheless, there
is plenty of room for handling the problem Hamiltonian.
Since the same solution may correspond to different prob-
lem Hamiltonians. It is possible that the problem Hamil-
tonian can be transformed to a new one with the same
ground state but easier to solve. Instead of increasing the
depth p, one can fix QAOA with a very small p, while
the problem Hamiltonian is improved. Guided by this
insight, we propose the loop-QAOA, where the problem
Hamiltonian is updated in an iterative fashion with the
feedback from shallow-circuit QAOA.

Let us first elaborate on the case of one loop to il-
lustrate the mechanism behind loop-QAOA. Throughout
the paper, we use the least shallow circuit in loop-QAOA,
namely p = 1, while the case p > 1 can be investigated
similarly. In practice, the p = 1 QAOA can show much
better performance than randomly guessing. Moreover,
it gives a probability distribution over all possible bit-
strings. The output of p = 1 QAOA thus can reveal
the underlying structure of the problem to some degree,
which can be exploited as a bias for the combinatorial
optimization problems. For instance, the bitstrings with
high probabilities are informative for constructing bias
terms for updating the problem Hamiltonian.

The procedure of training p = 1 QAOA and updating
the problem Hamiltonian can be iterated multiple times.
Schematic of the loop-QAOA can be found in Fig. 1a.
The aim is to gradually transform the Hamiltonian that
the chance to get the target solution will increase with
more loops. To make this possible, the bias terms and
the scheme of Hamiltonian updating should be designed
properly. We note that using bias terms to accelerate the
quantum optimization has been considered in the context
of quantum annealing [40].

We illustrate the procedure of Hamiltonian updating
with bias terms with the Max-Cut problem. Suppose
we have a connected weighted graph G = (V,E) with
N nodes, and the weight set of its edges is W = {ωij :
〈i, j〉 ∈ E}. The output of p = 1 QAOA is a probability
distribution Q = {(zi, pi)}, where zi is the bitstring and
pi is the corresponding probability. We will choose the
results with pi greater than a certain threshold p∗, which
are informative for constructing bias terms.

The construction of bias terms is based on how the
distribution of bitstrings output from QAOA contributes
to the objective function. Consider a string z1 for in-

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1: Schematic of a p-level QAOA and
loop-QAOA strategy. (a) The circuit diagram in the
solid frame represents QAOA. A quantum circuit takes
input |+〉⊗N and alternately applies U(βi) = e−iβiHP

and U(γi) = e−iγiHM , and measure the final state to
obtain expectation value with respect to the objective
function C(z). This result is optimized by a classical
optimizer to get the maximum value. The dashed box
represents the loop-QAOA strategy. We add bias field

terms to objective Hamiltonian through the
measurement results of each loop. (b) Schematic of

loop-QAOA strategy applied to a 6-vertex w3R graph,
where weights are updated at each loop.

stance. If two of the spins are opposite, z1i = 0, z1j = 1
or z1i = 1, z1j = 0 (based on the Z2 symmetry of the
Max-Cut problem), then the 〈i, j〉 edge will make a con-
tribution of ωij to the objective function. If the spins are
the same, namely z1i = z1j , the contribution is 0. Con-
sidering the distribution from measurement results, 〈i, j〉
in z1 makes a contribution of pz1ωij . Then the contribu-
tion of the edge 〈i, j〉 to the objective function in total
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is

Cij =

N∑
k=1

pzkωij (6)

After going through all the edges in G, we get a set {Cij}.
We can reward the edge with a larger contribution and
punish the edge with a smaller contribution.

The reward or punishment is realized by adding bias
terms to the problem Hamiltonian. For this, we introduce
a mapping F : W 7→ W ′, which tunes the weights of the
graph. As a schematic, Fig. 1b shows how weights of a 6-
nodes w3R graph are updated in the loop-QAOA, which
finally becomes easy to solve. There can be different
mapping schemes. Apparently, different mapping meth-
ods or different mapping parameters will lead to different
results. Here, we list some bias field methods: (1). Bias
field and antibias field: W ′ = {ωij±kCij}(k can be a con-
stant or a function, for controling the bias field terms.);
(2). Fixed bias field: W ′ = {ωij + fixed bias terms}. We
adopt a modified version of the first scheme with bias
fields that updates edge weight in each loop via the fol-
lowing mapping,

ω′ij = (1− τ
N∑

zki=zkj

pzk
)ωij , (7)

where τ is a parameter to control the strength of bias.

Using this scheme, the solution space will be reduced
by punishing a bitstring zk if there are many pairs of
spins that are the same zki = zkj on the edges. Note
that the weights may approach zeroes for a large number
of loops. To avoid this situation, we can control the bias
strength τ to make the strategy get the desired results
with a small number of loops. A heuristic formula of bias
strength is proposed by interpolation:

τ =
1

2n−2
[1− 1

3
(

1

g∆max
)

1
l+f(n) − 2

3
(

1

g∆min
)

1
l+f(n) ] (8)

where n is nodes number, l is the current number of loops,
f(n) is a function monotonous with the number of nodes,
∆max is the maximum weight difference, and ∆min > 0
is the minimum weight difference. The factor g ensures
that the results are within the given accuracy range, and
we chose g = 103 to keep three significant digits. The
power correspond to current loops of algorithm, where
f(n) is usually taken as a fixed constant. ∆max and ∆min

ensure that all edges will not become too small within a
certain number of loops. The coefficinet 1/3 and 2/3 are
obtained by interpolating, and can be adjusted to other
numbers. We mention that the above method is not only
limited to the Max-Cut problem but also effective for
general combinatorial optimization problems.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2: Performances of the conventional QAOA
and the loop-QAOA with two different choices of
bias strengths. (a) the average success rates ps on 104

randomly generated 12-vertex w3R graphs. τ indicates
the bias strength, and they are chosen by the

interpolation in Eq. (8), or randomly choosing form
2.0× 10−4 to 2.8× 10−4. For all cases loop-QAOA

gradually approaches the conventional QAOA with the
increase of the number of loops. (b) The average
approximation ratio r∗ of the QAOA and the
loop-QAOA with the interpolation method.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we first give the simulation methods
and then present the simulation results. Comparisons
between the performances of loop-QAOA and the con-
ventional QAOA are given, both in the presence or ab-
sence of noises.

A. Simulation methods

Without losing the difficulty of the combinatorial op-
timization problem, we are concerned about connected
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graphs with weights (such as w3R) wij chosen uniformly
at random from the interval [0, 1]. We consider ran-
domly generated instances w3R graphs with vertex num-
ber 8 ≤ N ≤ 14. For each vertex number, 104 w3R
graph instances are generated. The loop-QAOA strategy
at each loop and the conventional QAOA at each layer p
are applied for those generated graphs. As for the opti-
mization method, we apply both the gradient-based opti-
mization routine (BFGS) in our numerical simulation. It
is noted that non-gradient-based routines such as Nelder-
Mead [41, 42] and Bayesian methods [43] also works for
the loop-QAOA.

We also add noise in our numerical simulation to ad-
dress that the loop-QAOA can be noise-resilience. We
choose three quantum noise models to test the algorithm,
namely quantum bit flip channel, quantum phase flip
channel, and depolarizing channel [44, 45]. The quan-
tum bit flip channel evolves a density matrix via:

ρ→ (1− q)ρ+ qXρX, (9)

where q is the probability of a bit flip (q instead of p is to
distinguish it from the previous p-layer). The quantum
phase channel evolves a density matrix via:

ρ→M0ρM
†
0 +M1ρM

†
1 (10)

with :

M0 =
√
q

[
1 0
0 1

]
,M1 =

√
1− q

[
1 0
0 −1

]
, (11)

where q is the probability of a phase flip. The depolar-
izing channel applies one of 4n disjoint possibilities: the
identity channel or one of the 4n − 1 pauli gates. The
probability of a non-identity Pauli gates are q/(4n − 1),
and the identity is done with probability 1 − q, where
q is the probability that one of the Pauli gates is ap-
plied, n is the number of qubits, Pi are the 4n − 1 Pauli
gates(excluding the identity). This channel evolves a
density matrix via

ρ→ (1− q)ρ+
q

4n − 1

∑
i

PiρPi (12)

We apply these models to the whole quantum circuit.
We show results for the case of q = 0.1 in bit flip channel
and phase flip channel, q = 0.05.in depolarizing channel
in Fig 3.

B. Results

We first compare the performances of the conventional
QAOA and the loop-QAOA in the absence of noises. For
the loop-QAOA, the bias strengths at different loops are
chosen according to the interpolation in Eq. (8) or cho-
sen randomly from a given interval. The results on a set
of 12-vertex w3R graphs with 104 instances are shown in

(a) Bit flip channel

(b) Phase flip channel

(c) Depolarizing channel

FIG. 3: Performances of the conventional QAOA
and the loop-QAOA at three different noise
model environment. (a),(b) and (c) shows the

average success rates ps on 104 randomly generated
12-vertex w3R graphs with bit flip channel, phase flip

channel and depolarizing channel, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Since QAOA can be regarded as the case where
the bias constant τ = 0, the performance of the two is al-
most the same here at p = 1 and loop = 1. At low p or low
loops, the loop-QAOA strategy is slightly inferior to the
original QAOA method. However, after a certain number
of loops, the performance of loop-QAOA can gradually
approach the original QAOA. When loop ≥ 8, the per-
formance of the two is very close. For the conventional
QAOA, this method yields a success rate of ps = 0.983
at p = 10. The interpolation loop-QAOA reaches a suc-
cess rate of ps = 0.979, which is very close to the former.
On the other hand, the loop-QAOA with random choices
of bias strengths performs worse than the interpolation
one. The above results indicate that the loop-QAOA can
be a potential powerful quantum approximate optimizer
using only a very shallow quantum circuit as long as ap-
propriate bias field parameters are selected.

Remarkably, the loop-QAOA can have an advantage
over the conventional QAOA when noises should be
considered. Under three noise models as described in
Eq. (9) (10) (12), we simulate the QAOA and the loop-
QAOA on randomly generated 103 instances of w3R
graphs with vertex number N = 4, and the results are
shown in Fig. 3. We limit p to be less than or equal
to 5 for consideration of simulation time and cost. Due
to the existence of noise, the performance of QAOA im-
proves slower with the increase of p and even can de-
crease for larger p. However, the performance of the
loop-QAOA still raises with the loops and finally reaches
a very high success rate, which significantly outperforms

the best performance of the conventional QAOA.

V. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have proposed the loop-QAOA as a
noise-resilience quantum algorithm for solving combina-
torial optimization problems. The loop-QAOA exploits
the outputs from a very shallow circuit as a bias to up-
date the problem Hamiltonian and forms a feedback loop
between Hamiltonian updating and parameter optimiza-
tion. We have tested the loop-QAOA and compared it to
the conventional QAOA on the Max-Cut problem with
and without noises. Remarkably, the performance of
the loop-QAOA under noises can still be made better
by increasing the loop number, while the performance of
the conventional QAOA will cease to increase at a small
depth. Our work points out a direction for designing
quantum algorithms with practical applications on NISQ
devices with very shallow circuits.
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